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ABSTRACT 

The progress of digital cinema technology depends on a complex scientific body, dominated 

primarily by quantum mechanics and binary informational processes. These quantic 

processes (known in cinema technology as quantization) are closely interconnected with 

theoretical physics and several of its branches. By the same token this thesis proposes that  

they are also related to the philosophy of science and its existential implications.  

 

Towards a Cosmology of Digital Film is a case study in which we identify and analyse the 

correlations between the science that enables digital film and its scientific constituents. It is 

also an exploration into the cosmological significance of digital film and how a philosophical 

dialogue between the latter (cosmology) and digital cinema is already latent in the 

observations practiced by science itself.  

 

Considering the status of digital film and the increasing complexity of its technological body, 

which according to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences grows exponentially 

every year (https://www.oscars.org/learn/science-technology), is it then feasible to imagine 

that it would be beneficial for film studies to explore the metaphysical dimensions of digital 

film technology?  

 

The theoretical works and writings of D.N. Rodowick, Raúl Ruiz, Stan Brakhage, Marcus 

Weise / Diana Weynand and Ron Brinkmann, among others, will be analysed and weighed 

against scientific observations by physicists Max Tegmark and Leonard Susskind, 

philosopher-mathematician Alfred North Whitehead and psychophysicists Giulio Tononi and 

Donald Hoffman.   

https://www.oscars.org/learn/science-technology
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Introduction 

I have experienced film’s progress from celluloid to digital during my development as a 

filmmaker, a period that expands over two decades by now. I entered film school in Denmark 

in 1998, during the Dogma 95 wave, with the aspiration of shooting films on 35mm stock. By 

the time I graduated the industry was already moving decidedly towards full digitalization. 

 

The question of 35mm versus digital has followed my development as a filmmaker and 

lecturer in filmmaking. Through my professional and academic experience, which includes 

collaborations in different capacities with expert-producers and cineastes such as Philippe 

Bober (The Square), Ariel Dorfman (Death and the Maiden) Raúl Ruiz (Time Regained), 

Jorge Arriagada (Time Regained) and Ulrich Thomsen (The Celebration), I realized that there 

was a gap in the world of practical film teaching: cinematographers, erudite directors (such as 

Ruiz himself) and film-technology-experts excluded, there seemed to be a significant lack of 

scholarship in the filmmaking community, pertaining to the nature of digital film and its 

relation to its technological progenitor (the film camera). Inevitably, by the organic 

connection between film schools, film production and film studies, I deemed it necessary to 

investigate this matter further.  

 

The answer, I surmised, lied in the analogical transformation that follows the laws of 

quantum physics (quantization), transforming the analogical image into a digital one (through 

sampling). Consequently, while holding academic tenure as HOD in innovation at Whistling 

Woods Institute of Film & Media in Mumbai, where I was also able to conduct some 

empirical research at their in-house Sony Media Technology Centre, I asked my filmmaking 

peers the question that marked a turning point in my theoretical approach to cinema: For how 

long will film teaching be able to avoid physics and mathematics? 

 

The impact of this question led me to pursue research in the areas of physics, geometry and 

mathematics that concerned both digital cinematic technology and film technology (e.g. 

optics). Some of my initial conclusions and observations were published on two separate 

papers: “Film and Anti Matter” (published by CILECT, the International Association of 

Cinema, Audiovisual and Media Schools) and “Digital Cinema: Perspectives on the Creative 

Processes of Dramaturgy and Directing in the Era of Numeric Film” (presented during a 

lecture that I held at Tallinn University - Baltic Film, Media and Arts School).  
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Progressively I discovered that the question pertaining math and film could only be 

approached theoretically, by exploring the sciences behind what I would like to describe as 

the anadigital1 process.  

 

This work intends to explore the potential analogies between film theory, digital film and the 

scientific theories that concern our most fundamental perceptions (such as vision and 

cognition), which are being advanced in areas such as neuroscience, psychophysics and 

quantum physics. 

 

 
1 Anadigital stands for analog-digital 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 

Two research questions that steam from the problem statement are:   

 

• Can cinema studies understand digital film without merging with theoretical physics 

and mathematics? And if this were the case:  

• Which branches of these disciplines would be most beneficial for the progress of 

digital film theory?  
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1. Filmmaking and Film Theory as a Single Body 

 

“/…/ it is not possible, in either the history of philosophy or in the philosophy of 

science, to attribute a stable sense to theory that leads inexorably toward a perfectible 

concept around which a final consensus can be achieved. This is one way that theory 

too, has a virtual life with many breaks and variations.”2 

D.N. Rodowick 

 

According to professor D.N. Rodowick cinema studies is in a state of crisis3, particularly in 

the face of digital film technology. But how can this alleged state of crisis be approached? 

This work intends to examine this question, initially by approaching two aspects: the 

academic structure from which cinema studies stems (Western academic system) and the 

technological foundation upon which digital film relies (physics and mathematics).  

 

Juxtaposing the academic structures of scholarship of Europe and Asia is of importance 

because it helps to explain how film studies has locked itself inside a particular view of film, 

often excluding holistic points of view, such as the ones practiced in countries like India and 

China. Paradoxically, Western science, and in particular theoretical physics and even 

philosophy (Schopenhauer4), while keeping intact its rigorous approach, has always looked 

with interest at the cosmological scientific outlook of the Oriental school of thought (today 

the West has lost its interest and taken several steps closer by moving, decidedly, science-

based and high-tech research laboratories to India, where they can recruit fresh talent from 

India’s “prestigious technology institutes”, as David L. Gosling states in his writings5). 

 

In the case of physics, one of the sciences that provides not only digital film but the modern 

world with its modernity (technology), it went through a complex process of progress, where 

rigour all too often stopped innovation (it is a well-known fact that Einstein did not receive 

the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1922 for his discovery of Relativity Theory but for his 

discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect6). The progress of physics, a descendant of 

 
2 Rodowick D.N., Elegy for Theory. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA. Xiii   
3 Rodowick David Norman. The Virtual Life of Film. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2007. P 90 
4 Barua Arati, Schopenhauer & Indian Philosophy – A Dialogue Between India and Germany. Northern Book Centre, New Delhi, India, 2008.  
5 Gosling David L., Science and the Indian Tradition – When Einstein met Tagore. Routledge, New York, USA, 2007. P 1 
6 Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi Books (a division of Random 
House), USA, 2014. 
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philosophy, has been marked by the progress of mathematics and its branches7. Some of its 

discoveries have been sought after, while others have been achieved initially by accident and 

not always necessarily by rigour (such as Rimannian Geometry, which broke the sway held 

until then by Eucledian Geometry8).  

 

 

Above: A still of Albert Einstein’s meeting with Nobel Prize awardee, poet and author Rabindranath Tagore9 

 

This has not yet occurred with film theory, who, instead of looking closer at the science that 

enables its technology and merging with it (physics and math), has mixed waters with media 

studies, whose main objective is not to grasp cinema, but media in general.  

 

The primary purpose of this paper is to approach film theory holistically, by investigating the 

connections between opposing schools of thought: the one practiced by theorists, the one 

practiced by filmmakers, and the one practiced by the scientists who enable film technology, 

either directly or indirectly (e.g. such as physicists and technologists from the film industry). 

We will also look closer at the scientific processes behind digital film (e.g. quantization and 

information), in order to examine its philosophical and cosmological implications, by 

scrutinizing its connections to quantum mechanical processes, neuroscience and the scientific 

phenomenon known as emergence. 

 

Any theory of science seems to go, almost by definition, hand in hand with one or more 

existential questions, which often lies hidden under its practical objective (e.g. Relativity 

Theory and its relativity of time discovery led to a number of existential questions pertaining 

the human condition within space and time, such as What is Time? And what is our place in 

 
7 Whitehead North Alfred, Adventures of Ideas. The Free Press, New York, USA, 1967.  
8 Hawking Stephen, God Created the Integers – The Mathematical Breakthroughs that Changed History. Penguin Books, London, England, 
2006. P 813-76 
9 Online source: http://www.nonviolent-resistance.info/exhibitions/eng/tagore/pg27.htm  

http://www.nonviolent-resistance.info/exhibitions/eng/tagore/pg27.htm
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it?). The same goes for film theory when it taps on more fundamental aspects of its own 

contemporary technological nature. By analysing digital film’s techno-scientific constituents, 

we intend to see if the technology that enables it is merely a tool to make movies, or if it is 

connected to the natural world and if so, what its implications might be, philosophically and 

cosmologically.  

 

From an occidental point of view, philosophy and science, although analogous in some 

respects, are two separate disciplines, but from a global perspective this perception is 

debatable. India10, China11 and the native cultures of the world (e.g. Mesoamerican 

cultures)12, whose millennial knowledge13 about nature are yet to be fully grasped, do not join 

the Cartesian divide14, which enabled the strict separation of disciplines at academic level in 

the West. This system demarked clearly what was to be understood as one independent field 

of studies. 

 

Western ideas (including Descartes) did indeed penetrate the academic system both in China 

and in the Indian subcontinent, but they did so while merging with much older and long 

entrenched traditions of Indian15 and Chinese scholarship16 (e.g. Buddhism and 

Confucianism). In the “History of Indian Science, Technology and Culture” D.P. 

Chattopahdyaya states the following: “Every cultural group has its own way of classifying or 

categorizing the objects of its experience, natural and otherwise. /…/ The ways of 

classification of arts and sciences are neither universal nor permanent. In the Indian tradition, 

in the RigVeda, for example, Vidyaas (or sciences) are said to be four in number: (i) Trayii, 

the triple Veda; (ii) Aanviiksikii, logic and metaphysics; (iii) Danda-niiti, science of 

government; (iv) Vaartta, practical arts”17 and so on. This means that the academic system in 

Asia, if we grant that China and India together gather about 67% of the continental 

population and 36% of the world’s total population18, is influenced by a holistic approach to 

science and knowledge in general (by the same token, countries like Bangladesh, Vietnam, 

 
9 Keay John, India – A History. Grove Press, New York, USA, 2000.  
10 Keay John, China – A History. Basic Books, New York, USA, 2009.  
11 Adams R.E.W. and MacLeod Murdo (editors), The Cambridge History of the Native Peoples of the Americas. Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, England, 1996 
12 Ibid.  
13 Decartes René, Meditations on First Philosophy in Which the Existence of God and the Distinction of the Soul from the Body Are 
Demonstrated, third edition (translated from Latin by Cress Donald A). Hacket Publishing Company, Indiana, USA, 1993 
15 Keay John, India – A History. Grove Press, New York, USA, 2000. 
16 Keay John, China – A History. Basic Books, New York, USA, 2009. 
17 Rahman A. (editor), History of Indian Science, Technology and Culture (AD 1000-1800). Oxford University Press, New Dehli, India, 1999.  
18 Online source: The World Bank https://data.worldbank.org/country/china?view=chart  

https://data.worldbank.org/country/china?view=chart
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both Koreas19 and Japan share the same cultural and philosophical bedrock as China and 

India20). It must be underlined that this method has yielded rigorous results in several fields, 

most notably in astronomy, geometry and mathematics (the zero in the way we use it today, 

one of the fundamental entities in Shannon information, was invented in India21, although it 

was also developed independently by the Mayan civilization in Mesoamerica22). 

 

In the West, science has progressed differently during the last couple of centuries: by 

allowing the synthesis of certain disciplines, a fact that contradicts the principal tenet of 

occidental academic tradition, as described above23. This occurred eventually after a difficult 

struggle against ecclesiastical oppression, something that did not take place in the same way 

in the Orient, where the religious structure held sway over many aspects of human thought, 

with the exception of science24. 

 

Let us look shortly at some of the synthesis that we are referring to: In the West, chemistry 

helped to advance nanotechnology and chemical physics; biology decanted eventually into 

biophysics; psychology merged with physics, thus becoming psychophysics; and physics 

itself has given rise to a number of subdisciplines within its own field (too many to be named 

here), some of which make possible the technology that constitutes digital film today (most 

notably quantum theory).  

 

In other words, these combinations provided novel tools to solve scientific problems that led 

to new discoveries. Notice how many of the fields of studies that are named above (e.g. 

chemistry and biology) that eventually synthesized with other seemingly incompatible 

disciplines. For example: psychology and physics, two fields of studies that were previously 

completely unrelated, merged into psychophysics, enabling new knowledge in the field of 

neuroscience, which by the way might potentially advance some of the film technology of the 

future (considering that film is continuously developing technology that tries to enable a full 

sensorial experience). 

 

 
19 Lee Ki-Baik, A New History of Korea (translated by Wanger Edward W). Harvard University Press, Massachusetts, USA, 1984.   
20 Rhoads Murphey and Stapleton Kristin, A History of Asia (eight edition). Routledge, New York, USA, 2019.  
21 Gheverghese Joseph George, Indian Mathematics. World Scientific Publishing Europe Ltd., London 2016. 
22 Carmack Robert M., Gasco Janine, Gossen Gary H. (editors) The Legacy of Mesoamerica – History and Culture of a Native American 
Civilization, Routledge, New York, USA, 2016.  
23 Whitehead North Alfred, Adventures of Ideas. The Free Press, New York, USA, 1967. 
24 Rahman A. (editor), History of Indian Science, Technology and Culture (AD 1000-1800). Oxford University Press, New Dehli, India, 1999. 
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The question is why does physics seem to be such an effective companion? Or, to put it 

differently: why does it partner so well with other disciplines? Probably because it relies on a 

combination of math and logic (leaning heavier towards its mathematical essence), in an era 

dominated by quantum mechanics and Shannon information, which is ultimately a numerical 

abstraction. For example, psychology accommodates physics precisely because the latter 

responds efficiently when faced with the technological advances it itself has created. By the 

same token, physics contributes to psychology by providing it with logical-mathematical 

tools that can help it solve problems that have not been tackled by conventional neuroscience 

(e.g. such as the mind-body problem). In other words: by integrating physics, psychology is 

leaving its speculative approach and aspiring to become an exact science that can narrow 

down the problem of consciousness (its existence or non-existence) to a single equation that 

can describe why humans have awareness, while (apparently) chairs do not. 

 

English mathematics professor and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead summarises this 

tendency in the following way: “all science as it grows towards perfection” he says, 

“becomes mathematical in its ideas”.25 This is significant since film technology itself has 

evolved into a perfect aesthetic system thanks to mathematics and physics (we will get back 

to this point on a later chapter when dealing with information, quantization and emergence). 

But before we get too deep into the physical and mathematical dimensions of digital film, let 

us continue to examine the differences between Western and Oriental academic traditions, by 

looking at the way in which film schools continue to structure their respective syllabi. From 

this comparison (Western / Oriental systems), we might find out if the holistic path that still 

prevails in Asia, were science can keep its rigour while being imagined cosmologically by the 

same token, invites film studies to examine digital cinema’s most fundamental elements 

(such as electrons and its subcomponents) in search for an answer to questions such as: What 

is digital film? What is its real function? What is its future? Should film studies merge with 

physics in order to penetrate the meaning of digitality in full? Can cinema studies understand 

digital film at all without ever merging with theoretical physics and mathematics? Might we 

one day see the beginning of a digital film engineering program? And if so, what would it 

take to get there? (We should remember that films are no longer directed in our days, but 

programmed, hence future ‘directors’ might as well be programmers of films from the very 

beginning).  

 
25 Whitehead North Alfred, Introduction to Mathematics. Digitalized by Watchmaker Publishing, UK, 2011. 
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Today, in most western national film schools, say directing and cinematography, are two 

separate fields of studies (this appreciation has been made by examining the syllabi of film 

schools aligned with the International Association of Film and Media Schools, CILECT26). 

This approach is changing as digital technology has grown increasingly more complex, 

allowing more and more advanced aesthetic-cinematographic-like operations to be performed 

by digital compositing. Nevertheless, the tendency is still dominated by the Cartesian 

academic doctrine, with separate programs in directing, screenwriting, cinematography and 

editing in most academies27.  

 

What a directing student usually learns at film school focuses primarily on acting, 

characterization, blocking and -more rarely- cinema history and theory. Chilean film director 

Raúl Ruiz gave an account of his own understanding of this system around 1995. His 

example is useful because that system is still being implemented today: “The most important 

film school in France is called the European Foundation for Image and Sound Crafts, and its 

purpose is to break down the craft of filmmaking into isolated component parts. Naturally, 

each craft is given its own independence and its rules of interdependence. The whole system 

is governed by a rigid system of production standards”.28 

 

In contrast to this, at Beijing Film Academy (BFA), the national film school of China, a 

directing student can merge his studies with cinematography, or with digital compositing (or 

with both), if it is her wish to do so. In other words, a student may enter the national film 

school to study directing while leaving it as a cinematographer, with skills in special effects 

and directing, or the other way around. But why is it so? According to cinematographer and 

professor Li Wei, director of the International Program at BFA, where film theory is also part 

of the curriculum, “filmmaking is one thing /…/ we cannot separate directing from 

cinematography, nor sound from image /…/ it’s like Chinese medicine: we never depart 

(separate) the different parts of people. Human life is one thing and if you want to understand 

it you need to do so in one system”.29 

 

 
26 CILECT’s official website (list of film schools by country): http://www.cilect.org/profiles/countries/4#.YpBbxy8Rqt8  
27 Ibid.  
28 Ruiz Raúl, Poetics of Cinema. Editions Dis Voir, Paris, 1995. P 77 
29 Naranjo-Golborne Salvador Pablo, Beijing Film Academy: Interview with Professor Li Wei, by Pablo Salvador N.G., Youtube 22nd 
December 2015 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIF9-aSwkiA&t=838s, minute 4:08) 

http://www.cilect.org/profiles/countries/4#.YpBbxy8Rqt8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIF9-aSwkiA&t=838s
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Following this holistic reasoning, I would like to invite the reader to expand the traditional 

delimitations of film theory beyond its current borders in order to approach it not as a 

separate entity of filmmaking, merely connected to cinema through its academic analysis of 

the same, but as one that emanates from its scientific, artistic and industrial processes, like a 

branch from the tree.  

 

 

Above: A screenshot with an introduction to the fundament for the Science and Technology Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 

and Sciences.30 

 

D.N. Rodowick has stated “One consistent lesson from the history of film theory is that there 

has never been a general consensus concerning the answer to the question “what is cinema?”. 

And for this reason, the evolving thought on cinema in the twentieth century has persisted in 

a continual state of identity crisis.”31 One way to approach this crisis might be to look more 

deeply and rigorously into its scientific-technological structures, so let us now move on and 

examine, holistically, how the image evolved from a ‘primitive’ static picture into motion 

picture.  

 

But before we move on, let us make a short stop to clarify a few aspects about the holistic 

analogy that we are about to read. It was written by film director and theorist Raúl Ruiz. His 

statement is based on a mixture of theoretical and empirical research conducted by Ruiz 

himself over several decades, a body of work that includes collaborations with some of the 

leading filmmakers and technologists in the history of the medium32. By the same token, it is 

also relevant to assert already here that the empiricism practiced by filmmakers, like in the 

 
30 Online source: Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences https://www.oscars.org/learn/science-technology  
31 Rodowick David Norman. The Virtual Life of Film. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2007. P 11 
32 Goddard Michael, The Cinema of Raúl Ruiz: Impossible Cartographies. Wallflower Press, West Sussex, UK, 2013 

https://www.oscars.org/learn/science-technology
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case of Ruiz and other directors whose theoretical observations and conclusions will be 

quoted as we progress, relies on a complex and rich scientific body, a mixture of practical and 

theoretical research that comprises several disciplines, including film studies. It is not a mere 

coincidence that the fundamental aspects of film theory were established by filmmakers 

themselves (e.g. Eisenstein’s Soviet Montage Theory, Jean-Luc Godard’s essays), since it is 

but through experience that film learns to understand its own theory. Without this experience 

and the conclusions that are continuously drawn by filmmakers about their own work, film 

studies would suffer.  

 

In the past, the empirical theory (the one practiced by filmmakers) was sometimes passed on 

through experience to the next generations and not always through written works by the 

directors themselves (e.g. it is widely recognized that D.W. Griffith provided cinema with its 

fundamental composition and grammar, although he never wrote a comprehensive book or 

manual about the subject. Nevertheless, his work was central to advance new observations, 

such as Soviet Montage Theory33). Now that this fundamental point has been established, let 

us retake our previous line of reasoning.  

 

“Like America” according Raúl Ruiz, cinema “was discovered several times: a caveman’s 

hand pressed against a lightly coloured surface, then dusted all around with a puff of bright 

red powder, the very first mechanical reproduction of an image /…/ the mirror-theatre of 

Athanasius Kircher /…/ Robertson’s Fantascope /…/ All prefigure the movies. At the 

beginning of the century these inventions converged in cinema /…/ Like America, again, 

cinema developed simultaneously in two directions: as industry and utopia”34. 

 

This adage by Ruiz invites the reader to see movies as images that belong to the same 

categories as graffiti and holograms, without making any philosophical distinctions between 

them. To him all images belong to the same artistic realm. In other words: he doesn’t treat 

cinema in his texts as a separate category in itself but as the convergence of previous forms of 

visual expressions, from which cinema continues to draw inspiration. He sees a unity in its 

progression, albeit one that is virtually forever expanding thanks to digitality and to its 

technological offspring. 

 

 
33 Bordwell David, The Cinema of Eisenstein. Routledge, Abingdon, UK, 2005.  
34 Ruiz Raúl, Poetics of Cinema. Editions Dis Voir, Paris, 1995. Page 73. 
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Analogously, George Lucas, another filmmaker whose contributions to cinema are well 

known (in the field of digital technology in particular), has elaborated on the idea that cinema 

itself has now become a painting medium, leaving its former cinematic edifice: “/…/ we’ve 

changed the medium in a way that is profound. It is no longer a photographic medium. It is 

now a painterly medium”. 35  

 

The debate of whether cinematography was now a matter of programming or not (in other 

words no longer cinematography but compositing), came to a head a decade ago, when 

Chilean cinematographer Claudio Miranda was awarded the Oscar for his work on Life of Pi 

(directed by Ang Lee), in 2013, a film that was produced using digital compositing rather 

than cinematography per se36 (paradoxically, that same year the movie Argo, directed by Ben 

Affleck, won the Oscar for best editing and not Life of Pi, which, as indicated, won the award 

for best cinematography). 

 

 

Above: An image showing a simplified progression of the compositing steps of a single shot in Life of Pi 37 

 

Around this time (2012, year of the premiere of Life of Pi), a technological process that was 

born with still photography (which, following the Ruiz-conjecture was a not too distant 

relative of other pictorial arts) culminated, reaching full circle: the image was transformed 

once again, thanks to digital compositing, into a painting, only this time the painting had 

acquired features that, to paraphrase physicist Stephen Hawking, breathed fire into its system, 

transforming it into something more, something else than an image: one that, unlike celluloid 

and analogue video, is fully dependent on vast amounts of information.  

 

 
35 Scorsese Martin, A Personal Journey with Martin Scorsese Through American Movies (Part 2 – Interview with George Lucas, min. 40) 
36 Online source: Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences official website Link 
37 Online source: Link 

https://www.oscars.org/events/deconstructing-pi-reveals-bold-new-perspective-oscar-winning-epic
https://www.hardwarezone.com.sg/feature-making-life-pi-nvidia-gpus-and-cuda-power/animating-photorealistic-animals-0
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This is significant because information is one of the elements that have turned filmmaking 

into a more malleable but also into a more exact artistic expression (we must remember that 

the malleability of digital film is fundamentally mathematical, hence an abstraction that can 

be manipulated with a high degree of precision). But how does information work? What is it 

made of? Let us look closer at information and at how it is digitally quantized by the camera, 

keeping in mind Whitehead’s statement; that all science becomes mathematical as it grows 

towards perfection.  

 

Information is a very broad and difficult concept to grasp, one that knows many definitions 

and connotations. It involves meticulous scientific theories as well as media and for the sake 

of clarity we will be discussing it in the light of both. But first let us walk through a myriad of 

very basic techno-scientific processes involved in the making of a digital image, which is 

ultimately information. This is relevant because the underlying theory of digital film needs to 

be understood before we can go deeper into its potential philosophical and cosmological 

implications. Quantization, Information and eventually also Emergence are intertwined 

processes, thus inseparable from each other (in cinema). Therefore, we must observe them as 

one single, extended process that requires multiple and yet parallel analytical strategies.  

 

Since the advent of digital technology, film has been dependent on a scientific process known 

as quantization, which defines the precise method of transformation from analogue to digital 

and back to analogue (projection). This technique or method is also known as image 

processing. It involves fundamental particles such as photons and electrons as well as 

Shannon information, known popularly as bits (binary digits), the smallest unit of information 

known of up to date. We will get back to the process of quantization more specifically after 

we take a short look at how its progenitors (film and analogue video) developed this process 

before it became digital. It is important to understand how these are related to each other and 

how they work technologically in order to theorize accordingly.  

 

2. Film Technology Theory: The Significance of Quantization 

On the second edition of the theoretical book How Video Works, technology experts Marcus 

Weise and Diana Weynand gave us a precise description of how information is processed 

using a digital camera and how it went from film, through analogue video, before it reached 

its current technological status: “video starts with a camera, as does all picture taking. In still 
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and motion-picture film photography, there is a mechanical system that controls the amount 

of light falling on a strip of film. Light is then converted into a pattern of varied chemical 

densities on the film /…/ In electronic photography, the light from an object goes through a 

lens, as it does in film photography. On the other side of the video camera lens /…/ light is 

converted to an image by an electronic process as opposed to a mechanical or chemical 

process /…/ When light shines on the face of the target (actor, object), it conducts electricity 

in proportion to the amount of light that is striking its surface /../ much of today’s digital 

technology is the way it is because it evolved from analogue /…/ No matter how digital the 

equipment is that is used to capture an image, the eyes and ears see (and hear) the final result 

as analogue. All information from the physical world is analogue. A cloud floating by, an 

ocean wave, and the sounds of a marching band all exist within a spectrum of frequencies 

that comprise human experience. This spectrum of frequencies can be converted to digital 

data, or zeros and ones. Human beings, however, do not process digital information, and 

eventually what a human being sees or hears must be converted back from digital data to an 

analogue form. Even with a digital home receiver the zeros and ones of the digital signal 

must be reproduced as an analogue experience”.38  

 

In other words, a more accurate term that encompasses the full spectrum of quantization and 

digitalization of information might be ‘anadigital’ (as suggested very briefly in the 

introduction of this work), instead of just digital, which is misleading since the latter only 

refers to the digits involved in the processing. To put it differently, the term ‘digital’ only 

refers to the computing and not to the quantized information that is processed before the 

photons and electrons are transformed into bits and later back into analogue. This is a 

significant detail. Why? Because by separating the processes into analogue-digital-analogue 

(as it actually works) we take a step further towards building a more comprehensive and 

precise technological picture of what we know as digital film.  

 

But technically speaking, what is cinematic quantization? The technological definition of 

quantization given by David Stump (a member of the American Society of 

Cinematographers) is the following: “Quantization is the process of converting continuously 

varying analogue voltages into a series of numerical values called samples. A sample is a 

numerical code value that represents a waveform’s amplitude at a specific moment in time. 

 
38 Weise Marcus and Weynand Diana, How Video Works – From Analog to High Definition. Focal Press, Burlington, MA, USA, 2007. P 2 
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Because digital samples are numbers, they can be stored in a computer’s memory and saved 

to a computer hard drive as data”.39 

 

In other words, quantization can be described as the process that gathers the most 

fundamental cinematic information, through photons that will be technologically modified 

and turned into a visual numerical product, be it film or web series, which will be reproduced 

electronically and eventually transmitted as photons to the eye of the viewer. The 

quantization itself is not the information though: it is merely the processing. Ultimately, it 

will be the way in which the information gathered through this process is manipulated, 

through digital compositing, that will become the visual data transmitted to the spectators as 

one unified, composited motion image. 

 

One could conjecture that quantization is, perhaps, the first theorem that we know of in the 

history of cinema, one that is based on a stable scientific-technological process that rests 

solidly on scientific laws (such as the Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem).  

 

Quantization is central to digital filmmaking: It is immovable from it; it channels elementary 

information, by using some of the laws described in theoretical physics40, such as quantum 

mechanics (from where it also borrows its name). It involves the electromagnetic waves 

(photons / light) as well as the binary laws of computing and by so doing, it ends up tapping 

on similar fundamental questions that would normally belong to the realm of science and its 

philosophy. For instance, physicist Max Tegmark asks “if an electron can be in two places at 

the same time, then so do you. Does it mean that you are in two places at the same time?”41. 

The same query can be asked about a digital film, which, while being processed on a hard 

drive, uses electrons. Consequently, is the film in two places at the same time? And what 

would that mean for digital film technology if that were the case? Would it mean that the 

information of the film is also accessible in a parallel dimension? Also: is this purported 

parallel dimension nascent from the film itself? Or does it exist objectively without the 

existence of the film? These are but mere conjectures but they might have scientific 

implications in the future, provided that quantum computing takes over the scientific scenery 

and that, by that time, film theory has acquired mathematical-logical capacities that are 

 
39 Stump David, Digital Cinematography. Focal Press, Burlington, MA, USA, 2014.  
40 Stump David, Digital Cinematography. Focal Press, Burlington, MA, USA, 2014. 
41 Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi Books, USA, 2014. 
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compatible with the laws that run digital filmmaking. (Notice that the laws that we are 

discussing here depend on proof based and precise equations.)  

 

 

Above: A simplified graphic description of how a sensor converts light into a digital image, without the math (source: AZoM)42 

 

Let us now take a closer look at quantization from a strictly scientific, baggage free point of 

view. We could include hundreds of other equations that facilitate the proper functioning of 

digital film but have chosen to focus on what we regard as the central process of 

contemporary cinema. The following examples are just a few of the aspects that describe this 

process and should not be understood as a full description of the same: 

 

 

 

Above: The mathematical representation of a sinusoid equation at the bottom of the picture, one of the many fundamental aspects of 

Quantization, where ‘t’ stands for time. 

 
42 Online source for the picture: https://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=20215  

https://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=20215
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Above: Equations describing the signal-to-quantization Noise Ratio (SNRq) / Source: College of Engineering Waddi Addawasir 43 

 

Above: A diagram describing Quantization and Coding (Source: Ibid.) 44 

 

We will not go deeper here into what each formula and diagram stands for since the primary 

purpose of this work is to explore the metaphysical implications of digital technology, and 

not the technology nor the science behind it for its own sake. Nevertheless, it is fundamental 

to our case that we prove, beyond reasonable doubt, that digital film is dependent on precise 

concepts and exact processes that have been established scientifically, before we can begin to 

explore its theoretical implications.  

 

Now, let us look closer at one possible repercussion of the formula of Quantization for film 

studies. If Quantization, the most fundamental process of digital filmmaking as of now, can 

be narrowed down into a single equation that explains its full process, without the baggage of 

words and subjective descriptions, then the entire technological process of digital filmmaking 

too can be summarized into a single formula that describes its scientific progression, from 

shooting to post-production. (If such a formula would come into existence, how would it 

affect the film theoretical debate? Would it prove that digital film does have physical as well 

as timeless attributes, because of the number of subatomic particles involved in its making?) 

 
43 Online lecture material on Quantization and Encoding: https://slideplayer.com/slide/13774234/  
44 Ibid.  

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13774234/
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Let us now exemplify this hypothesis by practicing a film theoretical gedankenexperiment 

(thought experiment) by attempting to write down a much simpler equation: one that 

describes the projection of a film in a theatre.  
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3. The Invisible Film Equation? 

 

We can begin by borrowing two elements from Einstein’s Relativity Theory E=mc2 (Energy 

equals mass at the speed of light), which pertain film:  

 

E (energy) and C2 (the speed of light). 

 

We can leave mass (m) out of this schematic attempt, because although the electrons 

involved inside the hard disk, from where the projection emanates, do have mass (a single 

electron weighs 9.109382 x 10 -31 kg45) the photons that carry the image to the screen do not. 

Nevertheless, the light produced by the projection will contain an aspect that is relevant to 

this case: a varying wavelength, one that can potentially produce energy depending on its 

momentum (in theory, we might be able to partially charge a Casio Solar Ana-Digit watch 

while watching Lawrence of Arabia because the wavelength produced by the day scenes in 

the desert might carry enough momentum to produce enough energy). 

 

If we oversimplify the principles described above, we could come up with the following 

equation that describes how a film projection goes about, from the moment the light leaves 

the projector:  

 

F = E (relative to) p C2 

To put it in words: a film projection (F) equals energy (E), relative to its momentum (p), at the speed of light, C2. 

 

The above is by no means a complete equation (it lacks the proper mathematical dimensions 

of a formula), but only a schematic attempt at describing the possibility of using such a 

method to narrow down cinematic processes that belong to the technological dimension of 

cinema studies. 

 

 
45 Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi Books (a division of Random 
House), USA, 2014. P 251 
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Above: A screenshot describing the principles for a hologram calculation pertaining 3D image projection 46 

 

But how is it relevant? Because if film theory is serious about comprehending the nature of 

digital film and answering the question What is Digital Cinema? then it must do so using the 

smallest possible baggage, one that is as small as the science that enables it. Consequently, 

only mathematics and logic can provide us with such a reduced and objective outlook on the 

subject.  

 

A definite (anadigital) film equation would probably have other advantages to cinema studies 

as well: it would enable a profounder connection to digital film technology at a scientific 

level and provide us with a graspable, simple description of what a film really is in 

mathematical terms, thus moving cinema studies closer to both math and physics. By so 

doing, film theory could reach aspects of filmmaking that are currently out of its reach, such 

as quantization and emergence (a subject that will be discussed on a later chapter). By the 

same token, it is not reverie to imply that an equation that describes why and how a film has 

the capacity to awaken human consciousness, might open surprising doors and even enable 

practical applications for film narrative / counter-narrative, by establishing the premises for a 

new technology. (It might even have ethical implications since it would become graspable for 

the technology itself which kind of narrative / counter narrative that is beneficial to human 

cognitive development.)  

 

In other words: Film theory could eventually become scientific and even contribute to science 

by scientifically structuring its correlates. For instance, potentially, it could become an active 

contributor to neuroscience, considering that film is ultimately looking not only for an 

augmented reality experience, but for a complete merging of all our senses with its narrative. 

 

 
46 Online source: Link 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-concept-of-hologram-calculation-a-Projection-of-3D-object-to-different-layers-b_fig1_336273176
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D.N. Rodowick states the following in his book The Virtual Life of Film: “I think there is a 

deeper and more philosophical way of discussing “virtuality” in relation to both film and 

cinema studies.”47 This ‘philosophical way’ might require a scientific system for analysing 

digitality, taking into account two aspects: first, that digital film is an art that rests upon the 

fundaments of an exact, scientifically solid technology, and second, that at the heart of 

science lies an inherent philosophical dimension where the echoes of yet unanswered 

questions might be lurking under the surface.  

 

Thus far we have discussed, holistically, aspects such as the significance of theoretical 

physics for cinema studies and the need of connecting the underlying equations of digital film 

to its theory. We have also looked at both the Western and the Oriental academic traditions 

and analysed how these methods affect film teaching at schools of cinema in Europe and Asia 

respectively. We also examined how the theory behind digital cinema (such as information 

and quantization) can help us to ask philosophical questions about its nature, while also 

acquiring a more precise picture of how its science works by the same token. There are still 

several aspects of film technology that need to be connected before digital film is unravelled, 

if we are to get a full picture of it, its technology, science and the philosophical implications 

of that science.  

 

We will now move on and take a closer look at other aspects that are analogous to digital 

film, such as the Holographic Principle and Emergence. In order to discuss these themes 

properly, we will have to analogize them with both quantization and more particularly with 

information, since they are all interconnected processes.  

 

The Holographic Principle and Emergence are relevant concepts for the development of a 

cosmology of digital film theory: they prove that there is a deeper connection between the 

quantic nature of the universe and the constituents of digital cinema.  

  

 
47 Rodowick David Norman. The Virtual Life of Film. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2007. P 11 
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4. The Holographic Principle: Its Informational Nature and Its Emergence 

Before we start looking at the Holographic Principle (HP) and at how it is conceptually 

analogous to digital film, let us start by establishing how far information stretches across the 

channels of the natural world and why it is one of the fundaments of this principle (HP). In 

essence, without information there would be no holographic phenomenon in the universe (we 

will get into a more detailed description of HP as we advance).  

 

It is important to analyse the HP because it seems to be analogous to digital filmmaking in 

some respects, while also generalizable to many entities and phenomena in spacetime. The 

Holographic Principle can also help us grasp some basic characteristics of Emergence (in 

physics), which is one of the properties of digital film that will be discussed in this section.  

 

Emergence is a phenomenon that describes the properties of an event that is substrate 

independent, meaning not necessarily the causal result of its constituents. It is a concept used 

in diverse disciplines, such as science, philosophy, art, religion and evolutionary theory to 

name a few. Their definitions differ according to the principles applied. For the sake of 

clarity, in the case of this paper we will be focusing on Emergence according to the examples 

and observations grounded in theoretical physics and neuroscience and apply them to film 

philosophically.   

 

The most notorious example of Emergence is the phenomenon of consciousness or why we 

have subjective experience. This problem concerns both modern physics, neurology and 

psychophysics.  

 

It is commonly accepted that an object, such as a digital film camera, is unconscious, whereas 

a person, such as an actor, is aware of his own experience as a human being, and therefore is 

conscious (in other words: there is no proof or indication yet that the camera knows what it is 

to be a film camera, although we cannot rule out the possibility all together just yet, 

considering that some theories, such as Integrated Information Theory, postulate that some 

particles show lower degrees of consciousness48). The problem posed by the existence of 

consciousness lies in that the constituents of the camera and the actor are essentially the 

same: fundamental particles, such as quarks and electrons. This leads scientists and 

 
48 Tononi Giulio, Consciousness – How Matter Becomes Imagination. Penguin Press, London, UK, 2000.  
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philosophers alike to ask the same question: Why do some entities have subjective experience 

while others do not.  

 

Neuroscience, physics and philosophy have debated on this subject for decades and while 

many theories have been presented to explain the phenomenon of consciousness, none of 

them have been able to provide sufficient evidence yet to prove or refute each other’s theories 

in full.  

 

The above is relevant to film theory, because if consciousness is an emergent phenomenon 

that, according to some physicists like Max Tegmark and psychophysicists such as Giulio 

Tononi, can be reduced to an equation that explains its origin and function, then the 

conscious-exchange-phenomenon that occurs between the public and a film might in 

principle also be reducible to a formula that gives us a scientific explanation of how this 

connection works and why it is established in the first place.  

 

Scientifically speaking, information seems to be involved in almost every process of the 

natural world in us and around us, both at macro- and microscopic levels49. For instance, the 

genetic code deoxyribonucleic acid (popularly known as DNA) contains data or information 

that tells the cells of a given body what to do50. In a similar way, when editing a movie, the 

codes tell the software program what an actor and a scene should look like: which colours to 

use, how much light, how fast or slow the characters should move, how loud the score should 

sound, how many extras need to be deleted and which buildings and objects need to be 

replaced or simply cut out of the movie. All this information is coded. It is a set of abstract 

instructions interpreted with exactitude by the computer, just as the instructions bequeathed 

to our bodies through our respective genetic codes are interpreted by the same. 

 

Other examples of informational processes in nature concern the laws of physics: Gravity is 

also a set of instructions that define the characteristics of space-time. It tells planets, stars and 

even light how to operate; in which ways they can move and (to mammals) which planets we 

are fit to live in. The same goes at the quantum level. Atoms too need a set of instructions in 

 
49 Ibid. 
50 Muskhelishvili Giorgi, DNA Information: Laws of Perception (SpringerBriefs in Biochemistry & Molecular Biology). ISBN-10: 3319174266 
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order to know how to behave, which order to follow, how to move, how fast, when to depart. 

Electrons and photons as well. 

 

On the other end of physics, the entire field of cosmology is fundamentally based on 

decoding the information their scientists can interpret from the structure of the galaxies (e.g. 

by analysing the electromagnetic waves). The list of entities run by information is too long, 

seemingly endless. This in turn means that digital film itself, through its informational and 

quantic nature, might be just as infinite and complex as some of the processes described here 

above; it might be the case that each digital film is a rising microscopic universe in its own 

right (considering that at least some of its information might possibly fluctuate between 

different dimensions, if the quantum theory is correct regarding the nature of electrons51).  

 

Hence, information is not what it seems to be. It is, apparently, the language that the universe 

uses to structure its dynamic. To borrow the words of Donald Hoffman, Professor of 

Cognitive Sciences at the University of California, who in turn paraphrases physicist John 

Archibald Wheeler, “information, not matter, is fundamental” to the construction of the 

cosmos. “The “its” of matter arise from bits of information”52. In other words: the objects 

(including ourselves) arise from the existing information in the cosmos, just like a movie 

‘arises’ from the information that has been computed in a hard drive. The image of a film on 

a screen comes to light from its bits, not from its photons. 

 

It is the information that constructs our bodies (its particles, cells, neurons) and also the two-

dimensional characters projected on a screen, which, although lacking physical properties 

such as for example potassium ions, they feel equally alive when we consciously connect to 

their subjective narrative experience.  

 

Information gives rise to the ‘its’, or, if you will, to the hologram of which we are 

(apparently) a part of. But does it mean then, metaphorically speaking, that the universe itself 

is a gargantuan movie? A ‘projected’ reality of an (to us) invisible background where all the 

information that breathes fire into our world is stored?  

 

 
51 Akkermans Eric, Montambaux Gilles. Mesoscopic Physics of Electrons and Photons. Cambridge University Press, UK?, 2007.  
52 Hoffman Donald D., The Case Against Reality – How Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes. Penguin Random House, UK, 2019. Page 105 
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If this were true, it could be conjectured that it is logical that film too uses the language of 

physical information to articulate its messages, to construct its own seemingly endless 

universe-like-structure, its own dimension, its own ‘reality’, projected from its own invisible 

background. But isn’t this apparent connection between the laws of nature and the laws of 

digital filmmaking intensified by the fact that film now not only uses the same natural laws as 

the universe, but also becomes a metaphor for how the universe itself might operate? Let us 

look shortly at the holographic principle and how it might help us to understand this paradox.  

 

Leonard Susskind and Gerard t’Hooft are the two physicists who advanced the holographic 

principle. Susskind writes “Here, then, is the conclusion that t’Hooft and I had reached: the 

three-dimensional world of ordinary experience – the universe filled with galaxies, stars, 

planets, houses, boulders and people – is a hologram, an image of reality coded on a distant 

two-dimensional (2D) surface. This new law of physics, known as the holographic principle, 

asserts that everything inside a region of space can be described by bits of information 

restricted to the boundary”.53  

 

 

Above: To the left, a visual representation of the Holographic Principle54. To the right: Maxwell’s equations for the same55.  

 

A metaphor with digital cinema is suiting here. A film, too, is restricted to a boundary inside 

a hard drive. It is projected into analogical (or rather anadigital) existence by an electronic 

mechanism, giving rise to its own “its” from its own bits. The “its” are the images, which 

represent the emergent phenomena of film.  

 

 
53 Susskind Leonard, The Black Hole War. Little, Brown, New York 2008 
54 Online source: https://universe-review.ca/R15-22-holographic.htm  
55 Online source: https://slideplayer.com/slide/4137340/  

https://universe-review.ca/R15-22-holographic.htm
https://slideplayer.com/slide/4137340/
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Above: To the left, a portable 3D mobile phone projector56. To the right: An HD holographic projector57. 

 

This new principle of theoretical physics (HP) has had a considerable impact in the 

international scientific community. But why? Because, as Donald Hoffman puts it, the 

holographic principle indicates that “observers have no access to “objects” in “space”. 

Observers only have access to information – bits – written on a boundary that surrounds 

space”58 (just like observers in a cinema have no access to the characters, but only to the 

narrative, to the abstract information). The objects emanate in space or spacetime 

accordingly. Like the child in The Matrix tells Neo when he goes to see the Oracle: “there is 

no spoon”. Put in the context of a cinematic projection in a dark theatre, it amounts to saying 

“there is no Marlon Brando” when we watch Elia Kazan’s On the Waterfront.  

 

So isn’t information then the element that breathes fire into the digital paintings that George 

Lucas talks about? Or the ‘bright red powder’ that Raúl Ruiz discusses in his analogy 

between a caveman’s painting and cinema? Ultimately, cinema’s ‘mission’ seems to have 

been amplified: from (science) fiction to science and within it, the inherent potential to 

describe the natural processes of the mind and of the world as a whole, just by tapping on its 

own technological existence.  

 

When you watch an image or a movie, you are absorbing visual information (photons from 

the electromagnetic wave). When you eat a pie you are processing the information sent to 

your brain by your tongue. Colour is information and so is taste59; distance or proximity as 

well; hard consistency or fluidity. Holistically speaking: It is all part of the same web. But 

what is this web made of? Is information only abstract, or does it have any physical 

 
56 Online source: Link 
57 Online source: Link  
58 Hoffman Donald D., The Case Against Reality – How Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes. Penguin Random House, UK, 2019. Page 107 
59 Ibid. 

https://www.coleter.se/elektro/3d-hologramprojektor-fri-frakt/?gclid=CjwKCAjwp7eUBhBeEiwAZbHwkVImiCiZQny01mbBhFNwLTgn9lbln2XP36vjmK3_yBuH-BU46HfKfhoCAvsQAvD_BwE
https://www.amazon.se/Fläktprojektor-Upplösning-Holografisk-WIFI-anslutning-Reklamskylt/dp/B09MNGN1BB/ref=asc_df_B09MNGN1BB/?tag=shpngadsglede-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=476446041280&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=14949698949920103719&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1012205&hvtargid=pla-1646953030205&psc=1
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properties? According to IBM researcher Rolf Landauer “information is a physical 

phenomenon”.60 This is a relevant discussion for film theory since it is, apparently, an 

entrenched misconception that digital cinema lacks any material properties at all.  

 

Some theorists, D.N. Rodowick among them, have argued that film has lost its materiality 

(substance) when it transformed into a digital product. He writes: “Because its basis and 

processes are computational, the very nature of digital information processing is to be without 

substance in the ordinary sense of the term”.61 But what does he mean by ‘ordinary’ 

substance? If mass, energy and information are essentially the same thing (as physicist Alan 

Guth puts it62), doesn’t this mean that digital film by its own nature (information – energy) 

actually equals = mass? Scientifically speaking, information is physical (Landauer), and film 

is information, hence: film is physical and as such it never lost its materiality. Conversely, it 

transformed into a different material, one that transcends the perception of materiality that 

celluloid was romantically known and loved for. But, just like the Earth was round to Galileo 

Galilei, film is information and energy, and as such, physical. Now let us disarm the false 

perception of physicality that has given rise to this misunderstanding in film studies. 

 

As Swedish-American theoretical physicist Max Tegmark points out in his work “physicists 

have known for a century that solid steel is really mostly empty space, because the atomic 

nuclei that make up 99.95% of the mass are tiny balls that fill up merely 0.0000000000001% 

of the volume, and that this near-vacuum only feels solid because the electrical forces that 

hold these nuclei in place are very strong”.63 Science then has proved, beyond reasonable 

doubt, that materiality (substance) is a more intricate concept than just objects that can be 

touched and felt with the tip of our fingers, like a film reel for instance or a DVD box.  

 

So, doesn’t that mean that the very materiality of a celluloid film might equal in physical size 

the materiality of its digitized-quantized version, considering the vacuum? And if this were 

the case, what would that say about the materiality of film in general and of its nature? Mr. 

Tegmark opens his book Our Mathematical Universe by quoting an adage by legendary 

physicist Richard Feynman that is analogous to the previous observations: “…trees are made 

 
60 Gribbin John, Computing with Quantum Cats. Transworld Publishers, London, UK, 2013. P 126 
61Rodowick David Norman. The Virtual Life of Film. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2007. P 100  
62 Guth Alan, The Inflationary Universe – The Quest for a New Theory of Cosmic Origins. Basic Books, UK?, 1997. 
63 Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi Books (a division of Random 
House), USA, 2014. P 4 
63 Ibid. 
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of air, primarily. When they are burned, they go back to air, and in the flaming heat is 

released the flaming heat of the Sun which was bound in to convert the air into tree. And in 

the ash is the small remnant of the part which did not come from air, that came from the solid 

earth, instead”64*. 

 

The cycles described in this adage are a suitable way to start moving conceptually towards a 

cosmological outlook on digital film, already at this stage. Thus far we have connected some 

of its invisible processes to the cycles of the natural world, such as the ones occurring from 

the moment the photons carrying the image of a scene are quantized, until they are eventually 

projected.  

 

D.N. Rodowick asks yet another relevant question that is pertinent to this case: “whether one 

can make art from digitized information and computational processes”.65 Strictly speaking, 

from an artistic point of view (and here I must base my answer on my own cinematic 

experience, which spans over two decades in three continents, working with different 

formats) it makes no difference to the artist, but it might make a difference to the information 

itself. In other words, the information is the artistic material that most filmmakers in the 

world use today. The challenge for the artist is to process it. Notice that here we are not 

judging the qualities (or the lack of them) of any particular work of art, but only the way in 

which many artists operate. After all, the informational and computational processes that Mr. 

Rodowick discusses are, in essence, mathematical and math has a long history of contribution 

to the arts (some examples proving this point will follow ahead).  

 

Francis Ford Coppola explains this in a different way: “There is a misconception that we are 

surrendering something of art to a technology that will do it for us, that is never the case /…/ 

Cinema itself is technology /…/ to say that it can’t be art because it’s a mechanical device 

rushing celluloid is as naïve as to say you can’t create because now it’s a computer rushing 

 
64 Ibid. P 3 
* Feynman’s scientific observation resonates to some degree the logic of the Mahabharata (the endless flowing of life through different 
structures). Take for instance the opening of the first book of this magnum opus of Indian literature: “In the beginning the world was 
without light and surrounded by darkness. Then came the first stirring, a vast egg, the inexhaustible seed of life. From the egg came 
Prajapati, lord of creatures; and others /…/ Then came the waters, the earth, the air, the sky, the points of the heavens /…/ In this manner 
was born all that men know /…/ all this, lifeless or animate, whatever is seen in the universe, will pass away when the yuga is over. And 
another yuga will bring new life…” (this quote was extracted from The Mahabharata of Vyasa, translated from Sanskrit into English by P. 
Lal. Writers Workshop Books Caltutta, India, 2006. P 86) 
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numbers /…/ the technology is always an element of creativity but it is never the source of 

creativity /…/ my attitude is always to embrace technology as it comes”.66  

 

Another film director who not only embraces technology but pushes the narrative limits of 

cinema through digital technology, is Ang Lee. His comment on the difference between using 

2D or 3D cameras to shoot Life of Pi is perhaps the best answer to the sceptics of digital film 

technology art: “/…/ it turns out, give or take movie, doesn’t matter 2D or 3D.”67 To Lee 

technology is only the tool to tell a personal, intimate story, one that will submerge his 

audience in a different state of mind. Here is how he describes tackling Life of Pi, 

technologically and narratively speaking: “I thought if I did it in another dimension, maybe it 

would work /…/ I wanted the experience of the film to be as unique as the book and that 

meant creating the film in another dimension. 3D is a new cinematic language and no one 

takes it as an art form yet”.68 

 

Coppola’s and Ang Lee’s reasoning resonates throughout the history of the arts. Technology 

has always caught the attention of ambitious artists (starting with Ruiz’ example of the 

caveman’s hand as the first mechanical reproduction of an image, the first technology of 

pictorial arts).  

 

5. The Organic Nature of Information 

Let us now take a look at how previous artists have processed information in the past and 

what tools they had to their advantage. The following is worthy of some analysis because 

earlier generations of pictorial artists had to deal with information consciously-

unconsciously, without the help of software that would facilitate their calculations. 

Nevertheless, calculations using mathematics (geometry and trigonometry) and optics were 

used in different ways in order to produce art, which proves the awareness of artists, at least 

in the West, that our perceptions are insufficient to represent the world around us. It is also 

notable that art and science have interchangeably contributed to one another, as we will see.  

 

 
66 Scorsese Martin, A Personal Journey with Martin Scorsese Through American Movies (Part 2, min 41 approx.) 
67 Billington Alex, Interview: Ang Lee on the Journey of Bringing Life of Pi to the Screen. Published in Ang Lee Interviews, edited by Karla 
Rae Fuller). University Press of Mississippi, Jackson, USA, 2016. P 111 
68 Hiscock John, Ang Lee Interview: How He Filmed the Unfilmable for Life of Pi. Published in Ang Lee Interviews, edited by Karla Rae 
Fuller). University Press of Mississippi, Jackson, USA, 2016. P 115-16 
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Some four centuries before the advent of cinema, Leonardo da Vinci was exploring the 

camera obscura’s possible usage as a support for his pictorial work. Philip Steadman, 

Professor of Urban and Built Form Studies at University College London, writes that the 

camera obscura was a well-known device back in those days, but before da Vinci it served, 

apparently, mostly as a curious device for spying on people in the streets69. Here is how 

Leonardo described his experience of the camera obscura: “An experiment, showing how 

objects transmit their images or pictures intersecting within the eye in the crystalline humour. 

This is shown when the images of illuminated objects penetrate into a very dark chamber by 

some small round hole. Then you will receive these images on a white paper placed within 

this dark room, rather near to the hole; and you will see all the objects on the paper in their 

proper forms and colours, but much smaller; and they will be upside down by reason of that 

very intersection. These images, being transmitted from a place illuminated by the sun, will 

seem as if actually painted on this paper, which must be extremely thin and looked at from 

behind. And let the little perforation be made in a very thin plate of iron.”70 

 

 

Above: A representation of how the light from the outside world projected inside a camera obscura71 

 

A century later, the legendary Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe “had been using the 

instrument for making solar observations and measurements of the moon” (Steadman). His 

colleague, German astronomer Johannes Kepler, who worked with Brahe, “discusses cameras 

in both of his works on optics, Ad Vittellionem Paralipomena (Supplements to Vitelo) of 

1604, and the Dioptrice (Dioptrics, i.e. properties of lenses) of 1611. He himself found 

astronomical applications for the camera, as well as other uses”72.  

 
69 Steadman Philip, Vermeer’s Camera. Oxford University Press, New York, USA, 2001. P 5 
70 Ibid.  
71 Online source: https://www.konstdepartementet.se/uppdrag/camera-obscura/  
72 Steadman Philip, Vermeer’s Camera. Oxford University Press, New York, USA, 2001.  

https://www.konstdepartementet.se/uppdrag/camera-obscura/
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It is significant that both da Vinci (an artist-inventor) and Kepler (an astronomer and 

scientist) found the camera obscura to be useful for their respective purposes. The artist 

explored the world that he intended to paint, utilizing the assistance of an optical device; that 

same device served as tool to bring the heavens closer to the eye of the scientific observer 

(Kepler). The first analysed the information of the world through rigorous artistic intuition. 

The second observed the stars in search for rigorous information about our solar system.  

 

 

Above, top: Leonardo da Vinci’s sketch for a camera obscura73. Bottom: description of the lens’ arrangement in one of Kepler’s telescopes.  

 

As discussed, art has always embraced scientific knowledge: long before the existence of 

sufficiently efficient technology that could facilitate the artistic process, geometry, a branch 

of mathematics, was already providing sculptors with sufficient knowledge about the 

proportions of the human body (as math and geometry became the first sources of advanced 

technology, primarily architectural, not only in Greece, but also in the native cultures of the 

Pre-Columbian American continent74 and -even long before Europe and America- in the 

Indian sub-continent / Rahman). 

 

Female sculptor Vera Mukhina (known as the creator of the iconic statue that became the 

trademark of MOSFILM75 in the former Soviet Union) writes in one of her essays: “Let us 

now consider our main subject, that of the “image” and “theme”. Sculpture expresses all the 

 
73 Online source: Link 
74 Carmack Robert M., Gasco Janine, Gossen Gary H. (editors) The Legacy of Mesoamerica – History and Culture of a Native American 
Civilization, Routledge, New York, USA, 2016. 
75 MOSFILM stands for Moscow Film Production Company and was established in 1920 as the primary production house in the former 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-camera-obscura-sketched-by-Leonardo-da-Vinci-in-Codex-Atlanticus-1515-preserved-in_fig1_291379167
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inner thoughts, feelings, aims and hopes of man through the movements of the human body. 

The human form is the sculptor’s language /…/ From time immemorial the artist-sculptor 

wished to speak a language of beauty /…/ This idealization could be achieved by adhering to 

certain accepted norms. For instance, Polycleitus’ Doryphorus and Diadumonos are the result 

of his idealized interpretation of the human body in accordance with the accepted rules of 

beauty of the time /…/ Doryphorus may be called Polycleitus mathematical formula, as the 

sculptor took a joint of the thumb as his module. Such calculations, when applied to the great 

complexity of the human form, are obviously conditional”.76 

 

Conditional or not, by preceding technology, mathematics and geometry established an early 

connection to art (although this connection has in fact been traced back to the very first 

religious practices in Asia, which helped them construct their ritual sculptures and altars with 

exactitude)77. It is perhaps already then, in the times of the early polis (Greek city-states), that 

artists begun to understand that the tools of science held the key to the convergence of 

expressions that find its resolutions in artistic expression, something that was proved much 

later when the analogue encoding process was created, “using the Pythagorean theorem” 

(Weise/Weynand) “an equation in plane geometry that stated that if the two sides of a right 

triangle (a triangle that contains a 90 degree angle) are known, the length of the third side can 

be calculated.”78 

 

Further eastwards, in the Indian sub-continent, Indian mathematician Mahavira (c. 950 CE) 

surmised the holistic nature of mathematics, not only in relation to art, but in relation to all 

aspects of life. He stated, as exemplified in George Gheverghese Joseph’s historical-scientific 

work Indian Mathematics, the following: “In all activities, worldly or spiritual, ganita (i.e. 

calculation) is of the essence. In the art of love, in the performance of music, in dancing and 

drama, in the art of cooking, in the practice of medicine and architecture, in poetic 

composition, in the rules of logic and grammar, in this and many other pursuits, ganita has its 

place”79 

 

 
76 Mukhina Vera, A Sculptor’s Thoughts. University Press of the Pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 2004. P 111 
77 Gheverghese Joseph George, Indian Mathematics – Engaging with the World from Ancient to Modern Times. World Scientific Publishing 
Europe, London, UK, 2016. P 16 
78 Weise Marcus and Weynand Diana, How Video Works – From Analog to High Definition. Focal Press, Burlington, MA, USA, 2007. 
79 Gheverghese Joseph George, Indian Mathematics. World Scientific Publishing Europe Ltd., London 2016. P 15 
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Max Tegmark resonates this reasoning: he has described the universe as an entity made of -

only- mathematical properties. Of all the scientific propositions and theories, Max Tegmark’s 

concept of a mathematical universe (which echoes both Plato and Galileo Galilei80) is 

probably the easiest to grasp.  

 

The universe is made of so many atoms, so many clusters, galaxies, planets and types of life. 

Planet Earth is made of so much mass, so many people, so many atoms of varying sorts. The 

human body is made of so many organs, the brain of so many neurons. A neuron is made of 

so many parts (e.g. nucleus and mitochondrion) and then of course, also atoms. Atoms are 

made of so many particles. And so the maze continues, apparently, into infinity (to prove this 

we must remember that 0 and 1, the two binary codes that characterize Shannon-information, 

are separated by an infinite number of decimals). 

 

This marriage or partnership between art and science, the same that Coppola implies in his 

comments on technology, is founded on one fundamental principle: that science, through 

technology, not only facilitates the work of the artist but helps him to decode reality as well; 

to unravel the information behind and between events.  

 

In a feat that turned out to precede and eventually derivate in the fundamental principles of 

digital compositing, Swedish photographer Oscar G. Rejlander created the most technically 

advanced photography up to date. The year was 1857. The place was England. Ron Brinkman 

describes this historic episode in his book The Art and Science of Digital Compositing as the 

event that led to this significant digital film technology: “Rejlander selectively combined the 

imagery from 32 different glass negatives, to produce a single, massive print /…/ The Two 

Ways of Life /…/ is one of the earliest examples of what came to be known as a 

“combination print” /…/ Rejlander’s work was immediately recognized as an attempt at 

something more than the typical documentary or narrative photographs of the time. This is 

important to understand /…/ Rejlander used this combination technique in pursuit of a 

specific vision /…/ There was a great deal of science involved, but more important, a great 

deal of art. /…/ Motion picture photography came about in the late 1800s, and the desire to be 

 
80 In Tegmark’s afore mentioned book we find the following quote by Galilei: “Philosophy is written in this grand book, the universe, which 
stands continually open to our gaze. But the book cannot be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language and read the 
characters in which it is written. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric 
figures without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it; without these one is wandering in a dark labyrinth. / 
Galileo Galilei, The Assayer, 1623”. Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi 
Books (a division of Random House), USA, 2014. P 243 
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able to continue this sort of image combination drove the development of specialized 

hardware to expedite the process. Optical printers were built that could selectively combine 

multiple pieces of film, and optical compositing was born. Many of the techniques and skills 

developed by optical compositors are directly applicable to the digital realm and in many 

cases, certain digital tools can trace not only their conceptual origin but also their basic 

algorithms directly to optical methodologies”.81 

 

In the time of Leonardo da Vinci, the two-dimensional picture itself was the information. It 

contained tonality, characters, perspective, composition and stimmung. Today, the picture 

contains essentially the same information, but it is not the surface (interface) that counts as 

information: it is the composited totality that makes the picture, with information articulating 

its motions as a puppeteer does with her puppet. This giant leap for cinema and for the 

pictorial arts, in which the language of nature (information) reveals itself as the true source of 

the world around us (the one that instructs the world how to operate), puts the digital motion 

picture under a different light.  

 

If celluloid movies were focused, industrially speaking, on revealing our psychological inner 

selves, the technology behind digital films has the power to reveal our inner selves beyond 

the frame of psychology. It puts our essence in a scientific context, bringing to life new 

existential paradigms. If films belonged once to a particular art, by becoming information 

they have finally expanded into the domains of the physical world, the one where particles 

(such as photons) operate according to the laws of quantum mechanics.  

 

One could argue that celluloid-based-projection also involved photons. The difference is that 

in digital film technology they have been quantized, where the electrons involved in this 

process open an endless number of possible functions for contemporary film technology and 

also a can with philosophical possibilities (questions).  

 

But ultimately, where does information itself lead us to? Probably towards the observer, or 

the film watcher and to his consciousness; the third scientific concept (after quantization and 

information) that I deem pertinent to explore cosmologically in the context of this work. It is 

 
81 Brinkmann Ron, The Art and Science of Digital Compositing. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Burlington, MA, USA, 2008. P 3,5,6.  
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closely intertwined with information and with the physical-conscious act of watching a movie 

(the communication between the viewer and the film narrative / counter-narrative).  

 

“The act of observation creates the physical properties”82 of our world, says Donald 

Hoffman. He bases this assumption on quantum mechanical observations by a number of 

physicists. Hence, according to this adage, we could deduce that the universe and its 

properties do not exist unless observed by us, just like a movie doesn’t exist without its 

spectators.  

 

The observer and his / her qualities allow him / her to see so many colours and dimensions. 

Humans are able to perceive three colour dimensions of the full electromagnetic spectrum 

(red, green and blue), but in theory there could be organisms that might perceive ten or more 

colours of the full spectrum (such as ultraviolet, x-rays and gamma rays) and even perceive 

four-dimensional space (time)83. So, as watchers of movies and observers of ‘reality’ we are 

limited by the delimitations assigned by nature to our perceptions; we don’t have access to 

the full picture, but to those elements which our minds are able to observe (Hoffman), 

according to the characteristics of the same.  Nevertheless, cognitively speaking, we can 

reach beyond our perceptions of reality, thanks to our consciousness.   

 

Consciousness involves a vast field of scientific studies that deserves proper attention. It 

comprehends a number of contesting theories, some of which involve both mathematics and 

physics. Two important examples for our case are Multimodal User Interface Theory / The 

Interface Theory of Perception / Conscious Realism, advanced by Donald Hoffman, and 

Integrated Information Theory, advanced by Giulio Tononi. Both these theorists discuss 

consciousness in the light of information, which by the same token make it relevant for film 

studies.  

 

The question of consciousness riced from a combination of experimental evidence and 

analytical considerations of that same existing evidence, at the hands of physicists. The query 

itself (which is also known as The Mind-Body Problem, a subject that in movie language 

could be pinned down to a single film: The Matrix) has existed for millennia84. It touches on 

 
82 Hoffman Donald D., The Case Against Reality – How Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes. Penguin Random House, UK, 2019. 
83 Ibid.   
84 Ibid.  
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fundamental philosophical aspects, such as why we have qualia or phenomenal experiences. 

It is considered by many as one of the fundamental questions in science, one that is yet to 

find its final answer.  

 

From a scientific point of view, there is no consensus yet about what consciousness is and 

why some things or beings are conscious, while others are not, even though both are made of 

the exact same elementary particles and share the same four spatial dimensional world. 

 

Neuroscientific studies, such as Giulio Tononi’s Integrated Information Theory (known in the 

international scientific community as PHI), indicates that consciousness occurs when a 

system has the capacity to integrate its acquired information85.  

 

The process of creating a digital film is similar to the process of integrating information. The 

ultimate objective of that (cinematic) information is to culminate in a sequel of images, a 

motion picture; in other words, a fluid aesthetic-visual experience. 

  

A film director is conscious while a camera is not. An actor acts consciously in front of the 

lens while the lamps that shed light on his actions are totally unconscious about his acting. 

Photons shower the face of the actor whose reflection is quantized by the camera and stored 

not as an action but as a total, malleable binary abstraction. The camera no longer registers an 

event but its condensed information that will be digitally composed into an event that never 

took place, at least not in our dimension.  

 

The possibility of the film, or a part of the same (information), evolving or echoing itself in a 

parallel dimension cannot be excluded if we follow quantum physicist David Deutsch’s 

maxim that states that “quantum theory is a theory of parallel interfering universes” 86. 

 

So, once again: has the pictorial essence of cinema changed in any way, beyond the 

technological aspects that define it? Or has it simply evolved and become an observing 

image? One that is active, one that could potentially acquire consciousness in the future? Or 

perhaps one that is already conscious? The latter is analogous to the Raul Ruiz paradox that 

 
85 Tononi Giulio, Consciousness – How Matter Becomes Imagination. Penguin Press, London, UK, 2000. 
86 Gribbin John, Computing with Quantum Cats. Transworld Publishers, London, UK, 2013. P. 197 
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states that for a film to be a film, it needs to look back at the spectator.87 This implies a level 

of consciousness on the part of the movie (something like Hal in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001), 

which only neuroscientific theories such as PHI might be able to prove through experimental 

results in the future.  

 

One could conjecture that, under the current state of digital technology, images are alive in a 

quantic sense, considering the number of fundamental particles and numerical processes 

involved in its registration, storage and reproduction, but then if that would be the case, then 

images are now perhaps not just images but also passenger-images that fluctuate between 

different dimensions, giving movies a potentially so far unobserved extra dimension. These 

images travel and transform. They can be manipulated by our software (e.g. through digital 

compositing) but might as well, potentially, live a life of their own in some parallel universe. 

 

A photon, one of the primary elements of electromagnetism, of which light is its most famous 

expression, is ‘just’ an electric field traveling through space at the speed of light. It is a 

fundamental particle that has no charge nor mass; an element whose mission seems to be to 

convey information between observers (at the very least, from a strictly human point of 

view). The question is: why does it feel so alive to see, for instance, Marlon Brando in On the 

Waterfront? Do his registered photons carry a degree of information or at least its 

representation? Something that our consciousness can work on when we see the work of a 

conscious being-actor?  

 

In the past this information was analysed by the human eye and stored as an image at will 

(either painted, drawn, carved or sculpted). The old techniques rendered the image no virtual 

qualities, except perhaps those that belonged to the pictorial qualities of the reproduction 

itself (through human-eye quantization processes). We have reached the point in which an 

image has qualities of its own, independent of its constituents. The image is now emergent, 

hence we are now able to capture its essence, to store it and to transform it, at will. Each 

finished digital movie is a universe of its own, one that certainly shares common 

technological principles with other films (such as quantization and information), but 

independent in the way that the consciousness that has been quantized (e.g. the actors 

performance) only respond to the uniqueness of its language.  

 
87 Ruiz Raúl, Poetics of Cinema. Editions Dis Voir, Paris, 1995.  
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Now that film can be seen not only as a movie but as a complexity with possibilities that 

expand beyond our comprehension of the same (such as its purported connection to parallel 

universes through its quantic nature) let us observe this fundamental characteristic in a 

metaphysical way, one that responds to the observations of the concepts already established 

above.  

 

6. Cosmological Paths for Digital Film Theory 

We have looked at the core technological-theoretical aspects of digital film, focusing 

primarily on information and quantization, which this work claims are axioms of digital 

filmmaking. We have also covered some important analogies between digital film and 

theoretical physics (with a particular focus on quantum mechanics) and established 

metaphorical relations between both disciplines, while also discovering that the scientific 

connection between them might be deeper than expected (as indicated in the Tegmark-

conjecture or his claim that digital film photography shows mathematical aspects, such as 

pixels, that are inherent to the natural world88). Now it is time to use the associations 

established previously in this work in order to imagine digital film cosmologically, without 

attending primarily to the technological baggage, although we cannot free ourselves from it 

all together: it is precisely out of its constituents that digital film has acquired cosmic 

dimensions (e.g. through quantization).  

 

Technology per se is not the main purpose of cinema studies, in spite of the enormous body 

of theoretical literature on the subject that remains seemingly almost unexplored by the same. 

Nevertheless, as we have already established, techno-scientific knowledge does contribute 

with a precise theoretical understanding of the nature of film and its components. Having said 

that, the science behind digital cinema and its impact on the same cannot be ignored in film 

theoretical terms, considering that it dominates the medium and its expression, in a way that 

celluloid never did while it reigned over the industry. Moreover, in the same way in which 

philosophy decanted into a more exact theory (physics) at one point89, a prediction of this 

work is that film theory will eventually decant into a mathematically precise version of itself, 

by merging with physics and math. Now let us move on to the cosmological aspects that this 

work is pursuing at this stage. 

 
88 Tegmark Max, Our Mathematical Universe: my quest for the ultimate nature of reality. Knopf, Borsoi Books, USA, 2014. 
89 Whitehead North Alfred, Introduction to Mathematics. Digitalized by Watchmaker Publishing, UK, 2011. 
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Cosmology is a broad term that encompasses both science and philosophy. Scientifically 

speaking, it comprehends the “study of the origin and development of our universe as a 

whole”90. Metaphysically, it deals with “the nature of the cosmos and its creation myths and 

eschatology”91. We will deal with both of the above-mentioned definitions (the scientific and 

the philosophic) as we begin to explore a cosmological outlook on the digital film 

conundrum. The continuous prerogative of this work is always holistic, thus let us keep 

exploring these complexities according to this principle. 

 

At first sight, it might be difficult to foresee that the optics of film technology, even in its 

older conception, has been used by scientists to describe some aspects of the nature of our 

cosmos for over a century92. One such notorious example concerns the theory of 

Gravitational Lensing (GL), elaborated in its original version by Albert Einstein, in his 

General Theory of Relativity93. 

 

Female Professor Priyamvada Natarajan explains the fundamental concepts of GL as follows: 

“Gravitational Lensing /…/ is an elegant technique, based on very few assumptions, and the 

only physics required is that of general relativity. Lensing can, in principle, tell us about the 

distribution of mass in galaxies and in clusters of galaxies and in the near future /…/ provide 

information on still larger-scale structures in the Universe /…/ The propagation of light 

through a lumpy Universe can easily be understood by drawing an analogy with geometrical 

optics – the study of the propagation of light through media with differing densities /…/ First, 

we assume that light propagates directly from the source to the lens, and from the lens to the 

observer.”94 

 

The text above does not convey the full Gravitational Lensing Theory, but the passages 

quoted do, however, show that optics has functioned for some time already as a model for 

GL, and not only as a metaphorical one. The following diagrams and pictures established a 

correlation between the elements of GL:  

 
90 Coles Peter, Foundations of the New Cosmology, published in The Routledge Companion to The New Cosmology (edited by Peter Coles). 
Routledge, London, UK, 2001. P 3 
91 Ibid.  
92Natarajan Priyamvada, The Universe Through Gravity’s Lens, published in The Routledge Companion to The New Cosmology (edited by 
Peter Coles). Routledge, London, UK, 2001. P 99  
93Ibid. p101 
94 Ibid.  
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Above: a diagram describing the deflection angles in lensing theory.95 

 

 

Above: Notice the geometrical similarities between the convergence of the optical centre of the lens in the camera´s technology (to the left)96 

and the positioning of the Einstein Ring (to the right)97. The focal-length-principle is the same in both cases. 

 

As we have demonstrated earlier in this paper, there is a strong connection between the 

constituents of digital film and quantum mechanics. Now we can also see that there are 

existing connections between film optics and General Relativity Theory. One might see this 

connection as being merely coincidental, but the nature of science is to investigate in depth 

the correlations of such obvious similarities. To put it differently: it is not a metaphoric 

coincidence that cosmology uses optics to study the phenomenon of Gravitational Lensing: it 

is a consequence of the observation itself and more precisely of Einstein’s calculations, 

known as his Field Equations98, which predicted this phenomenon. Consequently, we can 

conclude that through mathematics and theoretical physics, Einstein was able to discover that 

the lensing structure of a 35mm camera was not all too different from the GL phenomenon at 

 
95 Ibid. P 103 
96 Online source: https://cameraharmony.com/focal-length-explained/  
97 Online source: https://hackaday.com/2020/04/21/searching-for-alien-life-with-the-sun-as-gravitational-telescope/  
98Natarajan Priyamvada, The Universe Through Gravity’s Lens, published in The Routledge Companion to The New Cosmology (edited by 

Peter Coles). Routledge, London, UK, 2001. P 101 

https://cameraharmony.com/focal-length-explained/
https://hackaday.com/2020/04/21/searching-for-alien-life-with-the-sun-as-gravitational-telescope/
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cosmic level. This proves that it is justified to investigate further the relationship between 

digital film and the nature of the universe at macro scales as well.  

Inversely, at quantic levels, and due to its mathematical exactitude, digital film technology 

has become a fundamental element in the exploration of the Universe, thanks to technology 

such as the infrared camera (which made possible the observation of brown dwarfs99) and 

more recently the LSST Camera, the largest in the world, that will be installed at the Vera 

Rubin Observatory in north-central Chile100.  

 

 

Above: A scale comparison between a human and the size of the LSST camera101 

 

But these are not the only direct connections between digital film and cosmology. Telescopic 

high-definition photography and digital compositing are already being used in tandem to 

achieve compelling and scientifically exact sequences that depict phenomena in outer space. 

A good example of this is the final composite image of the Orion Nebula, created by the 

Space Telescope Science Institute / ESA, in the United States. Using five hundred images 

taken by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) worth a total of 8,320,000,000 pixels, they 

combined it with complementary pictures and data from the ground-based telescope/camera 

at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in La Silla, Chile. As Sony Imageworks’ visual 

effects supervisor Ron Brinkman asserts in his book The Art and Science of Digital 

Compositing: “the basic principles” of creating the image of the Orion Nebula sequence 

“have much in common with compositing”102. It is telling that such an example is brought up 

in a theoretical work about digital film compositing. By so doing, it proposes that the Orion 

Nebula Sequence is a cinematic achievement in its own right, one that is comparable to an 

accomplishment like the film Life of Pi.  

 
99 Dalcanton Julianne, Opening New Windows on the Cosmos, published in The Routledge Companion to The New Cosmology (edited by 
Peter Coles). Routledge, London, UK, 2001. P 69 
100 Online source: https://www.lsst.org/about/camera  
101 Ibid.  
102 Brinkmann Ron, The Art and Science of Digital Compositing. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Burlington, MA, USA, 2008. Page 528 

https://www.lsst.org/about/camera
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Above: a still of the Kleinmann-Low Nebula, achieved by using cinematic techniques of digital compositing103. To watch the entire 49 sec. 

sequence click on the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f32nnwgii4M (video produced by the Hubble Telescope in collaboration 

with ESA and NASA)104.  

 

Above: Still from Life of Pi105, directed by Ang Lee. 

 

But after all the facts that make it possible to follow the Ruiz-conjecture and trace all image-

making back to the caveman’s painting, can we then treat this cinematic achievement of 

science and art as a stand-alone? As an independent phenomenon, unconnected to the 

development of film art? Or, do we already possess enough scientific evidence to be able to 

look at it holistically, as an extension in the progression of the pictorial arts through human 

culture as Ruiz suggests? The Orion Nebula Sequence makes use of all the techniques that 

have been developed throughout the history of image making, such as perspective, colour 

composition, zoom and transition, narrative momentum, digital compositing and 

informational abstraction.  

 

It is suitable to make yet another juncture at this point, more precisely with Stan Brakhage’s 

theoretical texts that pertain the cosmological dimension of filmmaking. By cosmological we 

 
103 Online source: https://esahubble.org/news/heic1705/  
104 Online source: https://esahubble.org/about/  
105 Online source: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0454876/mediaindex/?ref_=tt_mv_close  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f32nnwgii4M
https://esahubble.org/news/heic1705/
https://esahubble.org/about/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0454876/mediaindex/?ref_=tt_mv_close
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do not refer necessarily to the subject of the texts themselves, but to the cosmical search that 

is represented in his writings and in much of his cinematographic work. Brakhage was a 

filmmaker who was cosmologically aware of his own nature in the sense that his movies 

make a clear reference to the relationship between our physical bodies and the heavenly 

bodies in the skies (e.g. in a movie such as Dog Star Man). It is relevant to our case to 

integrate his thinking considering that a cosmology of digital film cannot ignore its 

predecessors, just like filmmaking cannot completely ignore the first paintings in the cave.  

 

In his introduction to Essential Brakhage, editor Bruce R. McPherson states: “For Brakhage, 

film necessarily intersects other arts – poetry, music, painting, sculpture, even mathematics – 

however much it must also be regarded as an art unto itself /…/ Brakhage’s conception of 

film might be said /…/ to extend toward a transcendental /…/ ideal of Imagination”106.  

 

Similar to Ruiz, Brakhage constructs his film theoretical approach according to a principle in 

which his ‘transcendental ideal of imagination’, as McPherson puts it, is analogous to a 

holistic system where distinctions, even between seemingly unrelated artistic expressions, are 

but part of a landscape in the same ecosystem (just like a mountain that divides one 

geographical area into two separate countries, without affecting their natural geographical 

interconnection, which would not separate them if the world was free of borders and concepts 

such as the legal principle that establishes what we understand as an independent state).  

 

Thus, transcendental in this context means as well that film must be observed not from within 

but from without any prerogative, possibly not even from the prerogative of being a film 

(from a cosmological perspective). His position, just like Raúl Ruiz’, is also problematic in 

the sense that it enables levels of film theoretical abstraction that make it difficult to organize 

causally. Nevertheless, even when we are able to organize our discourse around it, the same 

entails a high degree of baggage in terms of language, so his premise of Transcendental Ideal 

of Imagination, abstract as it may be, is possibly a clearer concept after all, considering that 

cinema studies has not yet developed enough mathematical capabilities that can replace the 

language-baggage that we are still depending on.  

 

 
106 Brakhage Stan, Essential Brakhage – Selected Writings on Filmmaking (edited by Bruce R. McPherson). McPherson & Company, New 
York, USA, 2001. P 7-8 
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But how does Stan Brakhage himself approach this paradox? And how does his conception 

connect to the cosmological dimension that is being pursued here? Let us examine this matter 

by observing his own writings.  

 

Brakhage says: “Imagine an eye unruled by man-made laws of perspective, an eye 

unprejudiced by compositional logic, an eye which does not respond to the name of 

everything but which must know each object encountered in life through an adventure of 

perception. How many colours are there in a field of grass to the crawling baby unaware of 

“Green”? How many rainbows can light create for the untutored eye? How aware of 

variations in heat waves can that eye be? Imagine a world alive with incomprehensible 

objects and shimmering with an endless variety of movement and innumerable gradations of 

colour. Imagine a world before the “beginning was the word“107. 

 

 

Above: The French poster of Raúl Ruiz’ epic “Le Temps Retrouvé”108 (Time Regained), a cinematic attempt at describing timelessness 

without the use of compositing or digital effects.  

 

To the thinking eye, the one conscious of what it sees (or of what it wishes to see) the level of 

freedom proposed by Brakhage (Adventure of Perception) seems probably impossible to 

achieve at first glance, since it requires a purity of thought, or an emptiness from the same, 

that only the unknowing eye (e.g. of the crawling baby) could aspire to. Only through certain 

techniques (such as Buddhistic meditation, whose mission is to free the mind from the 

 
107 Ibid. P 12 
108 Online source: https://en.unifrance.org/movie/15633/time-regained#  

https://en.unifrance.org/movie/15633/time-regained
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thinking process109) and many years of training, accordingly, might the polluted eye be able 

to see the light of its own day.  

 

Brakhage’s opening statement is significant for this paper, since it makes the reader aware of 

his/her own limitations, while inviting the same (reader) to free himself from the constraints 

of an organized vision-system and from its reasoning. This premise is fundamental for a 

cosmology of digital film because its technology has also acquired a transcendental structure 

that is fundamentally emergent from its own constituents (as we have already established 

scientifically on the previous chapter). This emergent condition is not the only transcendental 

quality of digital cinema, but probably the most notorious and relevant in the cosmological 

context, because emergence in particular is the one that makes film acquire a significant 

dimension in its own right; it knows materiality without being material and knows 

timelessness without knowing the vacuum that surrounds it.  

 

“To see” Brakhage states, “is to behold /…/ I suggest that there is a pursuit of knowledge 

foreign to language and founded upon visual communication”110. The question is if this visual 

pursuit can be mirrored in the anadigital structure of digital film, through its quantic-

numerical essence, where the visual does not even know about its own existence, except 

when projected. Can there be anything purer than a substance without substance, one that 

transcends its own mutability, one that can only emerge from its own apparent unconscious 

state of consciousness?  

 

Above: a still from Stellar, created by Stan Brakhage111. Notice the similarity of this image with the still depicting the Orion Nebula on page 

42 of this paper. Watch Stellar (2 min. 20 sec.) by clicking on the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8r9t135_xY  

 
109 Greene Eric M., The Secrets of Buddhist Meditation – Visionary Meditation Texts from Early Medieval China, University of Hawai’i Press, 
Honolulu, 2021.  
110 Brakhage Stan, Essential Brakhage – Selected Writings on Filmmaking (edited by Bruce R. McPherson). McPherson & Company, New 
York, USA, 2001. P 7-8 
111 Online source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8r9t135_xY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8r9t135_xY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8r9t135_xY
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Let’s close this analysis by examining a passage from Brakhage’s The Stars Are Beautiful. 

This text is central to grasping his cosmological philosophy of art. In it we find not only the 

cosmic elements of his vision, but also the sort of abstraction that transcends its own 

cosmology. It transcends film as well as the concept of digitality, and yet it is the best 

cosmological description of the latter: “There’s a wall there, a great dark wall with holes in it; 

and behind the wall is an enormous fire of white flame /…/ The stars are entirely in the eyes 

of those who look at the sky. If no one is looking at the sky, it is utterly dark. But the stars in 

the eyes are very much the same in all eyes; and those looking at the sky at the same time are 

all participating in the kinds of communication that have to do with stars /…/ The stars are 

loopholes into 256 dimensions /…/ (they) are the broken fragments of the mirror that reflects 

reality”112.  

 

Without making any reference to digital film at all (the examined text was written decades 

before numeric cinema came to be) Stan Brakhage’s writings describe some peculiarities that 

are analogous to a cosmological outlook of the digital film universe. Somehow, it seems that 

what he is describing is neither the physical sky nor the physical stars of our Universe, but the 

ones of an imagined universe that is hiding in a reality that is inaccessible to the eye. This 

universe is non-physical in an imaginary sense and yet physical in the way in which it can be 

materialized (such as the Orion Nebula Sequence). This materialization can only be digital, as 

it has been proved by the digital compositing of the elements that have made the nebula come 

into digital being. The Orion Nebula Sequence is then not only a representation of the same 

based on scientific observations, but also a parallel dimension of the same dimension that it is 

describing, one materialized in its own Film Digital Universe.  

 

This purported Film Digital Universe does not have the physical properties of what we would 

normally consider to be one, but it does have some properties that can be calculated 

mathematically and as long as we do not have those final calculations that describe its 

characteristics in full, then those same characteristics can only be imagined metaphorically. 

Paradoxically, one way to imagine digital film cosmology might be to look at the way in 

which film imagined itself long before digital technology arrived. 

 

 
112Brakhage Stan, Essential Brakhage – Selected Writings on Filmmaking (edited by Bruce R. McPherson). McPherson & Company, New 
York, USA, 2001. P 134 
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The nature of this cosmology has been normally expressed through image abstraction, or 

through the abstraction of time. Here, movies such as Andrey Tarkovsky’s The Mirror, Raúl 

Ruiz’ Time Regained and Stan Brakhage’s Dog Star Man set the tone of a mode of abstractly 

thinking movies with a cosmological perspective. 

 

In the case of Brakhage, his gaze represents the outlook turned inwards, one that is pointing 

towards our own cosmological essence (our own sense of infinity). This is the caveman’s 

painting, one that is holistically connected to what we now consider to be so distant from it: 

digital cinema. 

 

It is but through imagination that anadigital film has found its language and while its process 

might be infinitely more cumbersome than the eight-millimetre films created by Brakhage, 

they share the burden of creation in abstraction. 
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CONCLUSION 

The purposes of this research were to examine the scientific correlates of digital film 

technology and science, in order to identify their fundamental interrelationships, and to take a 

step towards building a cosmological/metaphysical outlook on digital film, based on its 

technology-theory. Regarding these aspects it was found that the correlates of digital film 

technology have theoretical dimensions that are pertinent to film studies and that should 

therefore become the subject of further research. These correlates, such as information, 

quantization and emergence, are based on a complex and rich number of sub-theories which 

amount to a solid scientific body that rests on quantum theoretical proof-based science.  

 

The Problem Statement was the following: Is it beneficial to examine the metaphysical 

dimensions of digital film technology and its science? The answer is YES, because by so 

doing, we open new perspectives in film studies and on its approach to digital film, such as 

the possibility of cosmologically studying the subject of digital film.  

 

The first research question posed was: Can cinema studies understand digital film without 

merging with theoretical physics and mathematics? To the first question the answer is NO: 

cinema studies would not be able to understand the fundamental aspects of digital cinema 

without comprehending the scientific correlates upon which it relies.  

 

The second research question posed was: If this were the case (that film studies needs physics 

and math to understand digital cinema), which branches of these disciplines would be most 

beneficial for the progress of digital film theory? The answer to this question is that digital 

cinema studies would benefit most from a theoretical integration with physics and in 

particular with quantum mechanics and Relativity Theory.  
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